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SAMMOA 1.1.2 
 
 
 
 
 

SAMMOA is a software dedicated for aerial survey of marine megafauna and developped by the Observatoire 
Pelagis (Université de La Rochelle - CNRS, France) with technical support of a data processing office Code 
Lutin.  
 
 
SAMMOA is dedicated to data acquisition on marine megafauna from visual observation during aerial survey. 

SAMMOA is connected to a GPS and has a simultaneously audio recording system. 

SAMMOA works with Microsoft Windows, uses trackline design in shapefile and export the data  in shape files or in 
text files. 

SAMMOA allows to establish a flight plan before take off. (planned tracklines and observer’s position onboard).  

SAMMOA allows the data validation with the same interface and the checking thanks to the voices recording. 
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1. USING SAMMOA : in-flight data acquisition 
 

Some settings before the first flight :  
 
- Synchronize time of the computer and your camera (if you use it) with the GPS (UTC). For the ASI campaign, 

the time zone of your field computer must be adjusted to UTC /GMT. 

-  In order to perform circle back (effort interruption after a sighting to recapture the animal/group and take 
picture for example), check in >File >Configuration >Application, if the circle back box is checked.  

- Check the system Id of your computer and your flight number (see table below), if several teams during the 
survey. 

- Turn off the wireless on the laptop to save the battery. 

 
System Id: select/check your system ID. The default value is “A“ but different values must be used if several 
teams. You must to check again if you have to re install SAMMOA 1.1.2.  

 
 

Before starting SAMMOA for data collection during a flight, it’s important to respect this order on 
equipment setting-up (to avoid bug like “crazy mouse” for example) : 
 
1- Turn on the GPS and wait for the satellites signal. If possible prefer GPS with antenna. 

 
2- Turn on the laptop (Toughbook). Sometimes, the laptop requires an external sound card, please plug it 

before to start the computer. 
 
3- Plug the GPS to the laptop. The GPS requires a serial port on the computer (COM 1), or a USB port but 

with a USB/serial adapter for connexion and the corrresponding driver.  
 

4- Plug the microphone. Usually, we use a single microphone placed in the headset of the navigator.  
 

5- Click on sammoa.bat (In C:\SAMMOA\ sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2\) the window “Home” opens. 
 

6- In the plane, plug the laptop to the power supply  (probably after starting the aircraft engines, check 
with the pilot). 
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Then from the “Home” page : 
  
>Flight: select the blank line and SAMMOA increments the flight number automatically, or select the flight 
number you have previously prepared. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

>Click on <On board> button and the page below appears : 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.1 Checking points   
 
1- Check the connection of the GPS. When the flight is started, the light must be green (before start = blue 

and problem = red). 
 
2- Check the sound quality when observers speak in the 

microphone (engines on). Go to >File >Audio test and press 
“capture” to record the voices. To listen the audio test click 
on “load” and then “play”. Before flight, we recommend 
doing several tests. During the flight, we also advise doing 
a test (in Transit) with engines running, and listen the 
recorded sound with a small headphone slip under the 
headset. 

 
 
 
 

« Effort and conditions » 
window 

 

Connection « GPS and Audio » lights 

« Sightings » window 

Map tool 
« Flight plan » window 
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If the sound is poorly or not recorded, do not touch the audio parameters in SAMMOA and follow this 
checklist: 

 
a- Check the microphone connection to the laptop and the position in the headset. 
b- Check in the “Control panel” of Windows the settings of the sound system (volume of microphone). 
c- If the problem persist, use an external sound card. 

 
When you are on effort, check the audio connection, light must be green, and 
audio bar must be move when someone is speaking. The bar does not stay on 
the red area (check the microphone in your headset !). 
 
3- If you use an AZERTY keyboard, lock the caps, typing code will be easier. 
 
 
1.2 Establishing a flight plan 
 
1- Enter the registration number of the airplane in the cell “Plane imma” and let <simple> in the “type” cell 

(for simple or double platform). 
 
2- Select the observers on board with their initials, use         . We can choose up to 4 observers. 
 
3- Select the stratum/block and then select the tracklines among the list, input it in the flight plan with the 

      button, and respect the expected order during the flight, or change it in the window below, by 
changing value in “N°” field . Check the observers’ place (left, right or navigator).  

 
4- Click on <Start> button when the airplane runs on the tarmac, and click on <Stop> when the airplane 

stops. This allows comparing the flight time recorded in SAMMOA with the flight time given by the pilot. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Note: The order of the 
tracklines and the position 
of the observers could be 
change during the flight. 
Please, it’s better to do it 
during “TRANSIT” status. 
This can also updated 
during the validation 
process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

2 

4 

3 
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1.3 Starting the effort and filling the sighting conditions   
 
1- Map could be resized, zoomed, fixed on the airplane position or not. On the flight plan, the trackline in 

progress is highlighted in yellow and the next to be cover is in purple. 
 

2- Click on <Begin> button or press “F5” when the airplane arrives on the first transect, and on <End> or 
press “F9 “when the plane leaves it. If the trackline you want to cover is not highlighted in purple, <Begin> 
button is not activated, so click <next> at the end of the line of the right trackline in the flight plan window. 

 
3- Check again the GPS and audio connection, lights must be green. And check the trackline’s number and 

the place of the observers, if everything is correct. 
 

4- For the sighting condition fields and codes (sea state, swell, turbidity, glint, glare, cloud, subjective 
conditions) please refer to the appendix A. 
 

5- Fill the sighting conditions and if the observers announce a changing in the sighting conditions,  click on 
     or press ”F7” (a new leg is generated, a leg is a part of the transect with same sighting conditions) 

Notes : 
- If you press the <End> button by mistake before the end of the trackline: do not panic!  

(1) Reselect the trackline in progress in the flight plan window, 
(2) and press on <Begin>. Add “END TO CORRECT” in Comment field. Then the error will be corrected 

during the validation step. 
- If you miss a change of conditions, clik on <Add> button and put in Comment field : “TIME TO CORRECT” 

or if you already know the time : “TO hh:mm:ss”. This will be corrected at the validation step. 
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1.4  Input data of sightings 

1- When an observer annonce a sighting, press the corresponding “sighting” buttons : <Left> (F1) or 
<Right> (F12) quickly as possible. Time, GPS location and observerside are automatically saved in the 
database. 

 
2- Complete sighting parameters with a priority on pod size, species code, and angle (1 for seabirds, turtle, 

sun fish, trash, ship in the strip). For the sighting fields and codes (species, cue, behavior,…) please refer 
to the appendix B. 

 
3- When there are many sightings announced by observers simultaneously, press “sighting” buttons, then, 

you could complete fields later or during the validation process with the help of the audio recording. 
 

 
 
 
Notes :  

- If you press sighting <Left> or <Right> buttons by mistake, you can delete the line by ticking the box “Del”. 
Add “Error” in Comments field to confirm during validation that you have to delete this line. If you don’t 
have time to fill all fields during the flight, you can do it during the validation step with the audio recording 
(make sure, every time, that the sound is recorded, with the audio bar). 

- If you miss a sighting during the effort, click on the <Left> or <Right> sighting button and add in Comment 
field : “TIME TO CORRECT” and if you already know the time : “TO hh:mm:ss”. This will be corrected at 
the validation step. 
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Good to know : 
 
- SAMMOA 1.1.2 does neither recognize nor switch automatically from a transect to another, you have to 

press <Begin> and <End> cheking the window.  More rarely when the transects are contiguous you can 
use <Next> button, without interupt the effort. 

 
- Between transects, the status is considered as “TRANSIT” (off effort) in the column “Type”, audio 

recording is shut down but sightings could be collected, but will be assigned to off effort.  
 
- Sammoa didn’t allow you to use an unauthorized value (texte instead of number or vice versa) and the 

cells lighted in red or yellow when you put a wrong code/value, but you can let a wrong code and correct 
it later during the flight or during the data validation. 

 
- Circle backs are possible by clicking on <CB> button at the end of the corresponding sighting line just 

when the plane leaves the transect ; and on <Begin> button when the plane re-joins it. The effort is 
stopped during the circle. 

 
1.5  Backup and export the raw data  
 
When the flight is over, click on <STOP> and go back “Home” page.  
Before the validation step, select the flight and click on <Export> to save the file with the raw data and do 
a backup.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1- Check the name of the export file,  
     Ex : ASI_B_2018_06_05_FLIGHT3.sammoa 

(SurveyName_SystemId_Date_FlightNumber) 
2- Select <Do nothing> in “Call back after export” 
3- Select <Do a backup> 
4- Click on < Export> to C:\SAMMOA\ sammoa-ui-

swing-1.1.2 
5- Then Copy the Export file from C:\SAMMOA\ 

sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2 to an external hard 
drive. 
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2. USING SAMMOA : data validation process 
 

This step is very important in the process of the data quality check, and it must be done very rigorously. It’s 
very important to do it after each flight because observers still have the infomations in memory . 
 
2.1    Data checking 
 
From the “Home” page of SAMMOA : 
 
1- Select the flight number that you want to check and click on <Validation>. 

 
2- Update the data directly in the “Effort” and “Sightings” windows with the help of the audio recording. 

Take the time to check and listen each sighting (angle, group size,..), and check the alerts below the 
“Error” window. Main mistakes and outliers are lighted in red.  

 
3- Check by species, using filter tool by clicking on the top of the column, try to detecte outliers, check the 

value errors and empty fields. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4- For the effort line with “END TO CORRECT” or sighting with “TIME TO CORRECT”. Check with the audio 
recording the correct time you should have for the sighting, the change in environmental parameters or 
the begin and up date the HH:MM:SS directly on the line, pressing <enter> to record the change. Change 
the comment field in to “TIME CHANGED”. 
 

                                                                                                                                                  
Error warning window 

 
 

Audio track 
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5- GPS errors may appear, checking it in the errors window and open the little window at the bottom left.   
Indeed GPS location are recorded every 2 seconds, if the GPS loses the signal for a longer period beyond 
5 seconds, warnings appear in the error window and in the corresponding cells “Time” in the Conditions 
and Flight tables highlighting in yellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6- When you have finished, click on the (bottom right) buttons “Sighting”/”Leg”/”Transect” to validate the 
corresponding sighting, leg or transect . At the end of the validation step, click on <Flight> to validate the 
whole flight, all lines (conditions and sightings) become green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Validation buttons 

 
 

 
GPS table 

 
 
 
        GPS error warnings 
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7- When validation is done, execute a new export, 
do a backup and rename the file adding 
“_check” : 

     ASI_B_2018_06_15_FLIGHT3_CHECK.sammoa 
 
8- Copy the Export file from C:\SAMMOA\ 

sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2 to an external HD. 
 
Note: If you use another computer to gather data 

raw from several flights /teams, before proceed 
by an <Import> (See section 2.3). 

 
 

2.2     Backup process summary 
 
1- After a flight, systematically make sure of the export and backup of the data raw are on the external HD. 
2- After the validation step (each day), make sure of the export and backup of the checked data on the 

external HD. 
3- Please as soon as possible when you have a Wifi access (preferably daily) copy your both “Raw” and 

“Check” files .sammoa on the “Drive/Cloud/DropBox”. 
 
 
 

2.3 Import process  
 
The process to import the files .sammoa requests last version of  the software, SAMMOA 1.1.2 to gather 
files from all flights, even from previous version.  This process is necessary to agregate data from different 
flight (but also teams/ system Id)  and to do a final check before the export in shape files (<export maps> of 
GPS/Effort/Sighting). 
 

1- Copy all files at the same place, C:\SAMMOA\sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2\ 
 

2- Open SAMMOA click on <Import>, choose the list of files and check « Select » (impossible if file is ever 
imported) 

 

3- Check out « Do a backup » and  click on « Import » and « Ok ». The flight is included in SAMMOA and can 
be open to have a look and to check data.   
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2.4 Export data in shape files 
 
Files generated by SAMMOA 1.1.2 are not usable easily, to manipulate or basically visualize them with GIS 
software or spreadsheet, you have first to export data in shape files.  
 

  
 
From the “Home” page of SAMMOA : 
 
1- Don’t need to select a flight number, press directly on “Export Maps”. 
2- Use the period filter to select the dates including the flights you want to export. 
3- Apply the different filters or leave blank and press successively on “Export GPS points” (trackline of the 

plane), “Export efforts” and “Export Sightings”.  
 

One of the 3 files produced (.dbf) could be open as any spreadsheet (as excel or 
openOffice). 
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APPENDIX A - ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION FIELDS AND CODES 
 

Sea State 
 

Beaufort  Description Sea state 
0 Calm Sea like a mirror 
1 Very light Ripples with appearance of scales, no foam crests 

2 Light breeze 
Wavelets, small but pronounced. Crests with glassy appearance, but do not 
break. 

3 Gentle breeze 
Large wavelets, crests begin to break. Glassy looking foam, occasional white 
horses (< 5 in search area). 

4 Moderate breeze Small waves becoming longer, frequent white horses. 
5 Fresh breeze Moderate waves of pronounced long form. Many white horses, some spray. 

 

Swell  
0 - no  
1 - presence without affecting the detection 
2 - presence + affecting detection 

Turbidity  

0 - clear water: objects/animals probably visible several meters under the surface 
1 - moderately clear water: objects/animals visible under the surface 
2 - turbid water (e.g. muddy): objects/animals only visible very close (<50 cm) to the surface. 
9 - unknown turbidity 

Glint (silvery 
shine) 
 

0 - no or slight  
1 - medium or strong affecting the detection by transparency 

Glare: 
from/to  

Use the 360° system (NB dead ahead is 360 not 0) with glare from xx to xx measured clockwise - e.g. 360° to 180° means 
the right side of the plane is covered in glare, whereas 180° to 360° means the left side of the plane is covered in glare. 
Please enter 0,0,0 in all three glare fields if there is no glare. 

Glare severity 
 

0 - no glare 
1 - slight glare – will affect observer’s sightings within that sector very little 
2 - moderate glare – may affect observer’s ability to detect sightings within that sector 
3 - strong glare – will severely affect observer’s ability to detect sightings within that sector 

Glare under 
 

Tick, when the glare affects both sides in the same way, with the midday sun for example, or if the glare affects opposite 
side, passing under the plane and masking the 200 m strip. 

Cloud cover 
 

Use the octaves system (i.e. full coud cover = 8, clear sky = 0), evaluate by the navigator above the plane. 

Subjective 
conditions  

This represents each observer’s subjective view of the likelihood that, given all of the conditions, they would see a small 
cetacean within the primary search area should one be present. The primary options are: 
Excellent (E): absolutely nothing affects the detection of a small cetacean (no glare, no glint, sea state 0 or slight 1). 
Good (G): observer believes that the likelihood is good. Normally will require at least a sea state of 2 or less, no or slight 
glare, and a turbidity of less than 2.  
Moderate (M): observer believes that the likelihood while not good is not poor. 
Poor (P): when the observer believes that it is unlikely to see a small cetacean unless for example it is showing exuberant 
behavior an/or is very close to the trackline. 

In addition, one can choose: Land (L): when over land (e.g. an island!) or Exceptional (X): exceptional circumstances, an 
observer may decide to go off effort even if the conditions are suitable (e.g. illness) – he will also go off effort if there is 
fog or rain that makes searching impossible. 
 
NOTE 1: You have to fill two letters in this field (no comma or space); e.g. GG or MG (left side right side). 
NOTE 2: The navigator needs to change the conditions when the observer is back on effort or when the land is gone; i.e. from XG back 
to GG or from ML to MM or whatever the conditions are at that moment. 

Left/Right Fields available if the protocol requests something more, e.g index for plankton, jelly or flying fishes abundance 

Comments Add any relevant information (e.g. error off effort, synchronize begin or end time). 
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APPENDIX B - SIGHTING FIELDS AND CODES 
 
 
 
 

Species 
 

Enter the species code here. ’Species’ of marine mammals, other marine fauna, debris and vessels. The field 
contains 6 letters max. 

Pod size 
 

Enter the total school size including calves. If you are unsure of the exact number, enter your best estimate and 
put the range in the comments field. A group is defined as containing individuals not more than 2-3 animal 
lengths from each other, and exhibiting the same swimming pattern and/or general behaviour.  
When animals are distributed in loose aggregations, it is better to identify smaller, homogeneous groups within 
the aggregation. Note in a comment that the groups belong to the same aggregation. 

Angle* (strip) 

This is the declination angle (to the nearest degree – do not round to the nearest 5°) to the animal (or centre of 
a school) when the sighting is abeam (or estimated to come abeam if it has dived). Use the left hand scale of the 
inclinometer (the horizon=0 and directly below the plane=90). Keep the inclinometer in your hand so that you 
are quickly ready to record the angle. Where more than one animal is involved measure the angle to the centre 
of the pod. Note: At a height of 183 m (600 feet), an angle of 45° corresponds to 183 m. An angle of 20° 
corresponds to around 500m.  
 
*Strip : this field is used for strip transect method for seabirds, turtles, sun fish, debris (200 m) and boats (500 
m), fill in 1 for sighting recorded in the strip. 

 

Age 
Only for some seabirds species (gannets for example) : J : Juvenile, I : Immature, A : Adult= and M : mixed groups   
(Unknown : « blank ») 

Cue 

Enter the appropriate code for the first visual signal allowing to detect the animal(s): 
U Body seen under water surface 
A Body seen at water surface 
2 Splash 
3 Blow 
4 Breach/jump 
5                Vessel/Gear 
6 Slick, ‘footprint’ or ring 
7 Birds 
8 Other associated wildlife (e.g. fish) 
9 Other cue, put in comment 

Behaviour  

Record the code for the most dominant behaviour for a cetacean sighting: 
SW directional swimming 
MI Non-directional swimming (milling) 
BR Breaching/jumping 
FE Feeding/foraging 
FA Multi species feeding aggregation 
LO Logging/Sleeping/Resting 
SB Interaction with vessels (bowriding, following fishing vessels, scavenging) 
OT Other, put in Comment; e.g. dive up or dive down, fast swimming, Fluking/ fluke up 

Swim dir. 
 

Enter one of the 4 swimming direction of the animal(s) relative to the plane using the 360° system:  
360° indicates that the animal is heading directly away from the plane ();   
90° indicates that the animal is heading left to right (); 
180° indicates that the animal is heading directly towards the plane () and  
270° indicates that the animal is heading right to left ().   

Calves 
 

Record the number of calves in the pod, using the size of the animal and behavior to determine calves. If there 
is no calve, leave the field blank.  

Comments 
 

Enter any additional information you feel helps to explain the sighting or the quality of the data (be concise).  
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APPENDIX C - INSTALLATION OF SAMMOA  
 

1. Removing the old version (skip this section if you set up SAMMOA for the first time). 
 
To set up a new version of SAMMOA on a computer which contains an older version of sammoa, we must 
to remove it. Before be sure that you already saved all flight.sammoa (raw and checked). To remove the old 
version you must to delete :  

(1) the folder .sammoa usulally locates here : C:\User\Username\.sammoa.  
(2) and the sammoa-ui-swing files locate here C:\SAMMOA\. 
  

For security purposes do a backup (on an external HD for example) of both folders:  
C:\User\Username\.sammoa and C:\SAMMOA\  before removing. 
 

2. Setting up the new version of SAMMOA 
 
SAMMOA requires Java JRE 8u171, or more recent version, go to https://java.com/ to download. 
 
 
 
(1) Use this link to download the last version sammoa-ui-

swing-1.1.2-bin.zip 
https://forge.codelutin.com/attachments/download/
5239 

 
Extract files from sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2-bin.zip to 

C:\SAMMOA\ 
 
 
 
(2) Create or edit the “map” folder in “SAMMOA” folder : 

C:\SAMMOA\map\  
 
and paste the 5  following mandatory files :  
- coastline (Country.shp),  
- tracklines (Transect_ASI.shp) , 
- survey block (Strata_ASI.shp),  
- species list (Species_ASI.csv)  
- observer names (Observer_ASI.csv) 
 
 
 

3. Running SAMMOA 
 
Click on : 
C:\SAMMOA\sammoa-ui-swing-1.1.2\sammoa.bat 
(command file) the window “Home” opens. You could 
also create a shortcut to the desktop. 
 
Before the first use of SAMMOA select the UTC time zone 
on your computer (clock settings) and synchronise with 
GPS clock, be precise at seconde level. 
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Create a new survey  

Go to >Survey >New 

 

In the Survey page, click on: 
>Region > New > 
>Code > enter code of the survey region,  
example: “MED”. 
>Name > enter complete name of the 
region, ex: Mediterranean, or leave blank. 
>Species > import the file for species code 
(C:\SAMMOA\map\Species_ASI.csv) 
 
Click on <Save>. 

 

 

Back to the Survey page and fill: 
>Code: enter the survey code, ex: “ASI”. 
>Name > enter full name or leave blank. 
>Period: enter the beginning and ending 
dates (be wide). 
>Strates: import the shape file of the 
survey boxes 
(C:\SAMMOA\map\Strata_ASI.shp)  
>Transect: import the shape file of the 
tracklines 
(C:\SAMMOA\map\Transect_ASI.shp)  
>Observers: import the list of observers 
(C:\SAMMOA\map\Observer_ASI.csv)  
Click on <Save> and back to “home” page. 

 
Once the survey is ready, you can start a new flight from the home page. The application suggest a flight 
number, but you can change if necessary the starting default value (File >Configuration >Application 
sammoa.flightnumber “value”). 
 
Same for System Id (identification of your computer necessary when several plane flight in the same area) 
(File >Configuration >Application sammoa.systemId: and change the value). 
 
 

Notes : to integrate a new sampling plan with new strata or transects in the same survey, before delete the 
.sammoa folder C:\User\Username\.sammoa (after backup), and then restart the process of creating a new 
survey. 
 
 


